
September Recap 

September’s selection was a historical nonfiction titled The Pioneers: The Story 
of the Heroic Settlers Who Brought the American Ideal West by David 
McCollough. This Pulitzer-Prize winning historian and writer offers an insightful 
look at the hardy and resilient individuals who settled the Northwest Territories. 
This book was sourced from the letters and journals of the people who were first 
to move west. These brave pioneers documented each step of an incredible 
adventure as it unfolded before them. From the process of gaining approval to 
use the land to incorporating cities of significant commerce.  

Each of the 17 UMRA Readers shared their personal reactions to the history 
presented. It was a rewarding read for the history buffs in the group and left 

most with new knowledge about Northwest Territories and Ohio as it progressed toward statehood. The 
book starts with the creation of the Federal documents creating the northwest agreement to allow New 
Englanders to settle in the future state of Ohio. This involved a lot of lobbying as the fledging new 
government of the United States was not entirely functional for this type of request. The “Ohio 
Company” was approved and set up as a corporation and set to run like a business with  
good planning behind it. The process to travel to Ohio though long and hard allowed for the group to 
bring the supplies they thought they would need. Establishing a city included housing lots, public areas, 
roads and farms. The group that went included people that could survey, build, farm and plan the city 
and surrounding area.  

The book follows the development of the area and the travels of key people who instituted a legislature 
and founded other cities within Ohio. As the invasion of settlers moving west grew and the Native 
people were displaced, gruesome conflicts evolved resulting in political changes and ultimately, the War 
of 1812. Numerous notable people passed through the area during the lifetimes of the original settlers, 
including Johnny Appleseed, Aaron Burr and John Quincy Adams (after he was president). 

Our discussion included additional information about the geography of the area, various Native peoples, 
the Toledo war and the genealogy of some of the participants with ancestors with connections to the 
founding and development of the area. 

--Jim Bell, September Group Facilitator 

 


